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ecosystem. While the public ardently continued to stroll the ar-
boretum’s leafy lanes and came in droves on Lilac Sunday, many
academics had turned their backs. In her history of the arbore-
tum, Science in the Pleasure Ground, Ida Hay remarks that in each
time of marked change in the institution’s a≠airs (there have
been several), “the fear was voiced that the arboretum would be-
come ‘a mere park,’ that science would desert the pleasure
ground….” Ashton talked up the place to Harvard scholars in
other biological departments. And he brought new interest to
the arboretum’s tradition of doing research in Asia.

Into the tropical forest, there came in the early 1980s a
challenger. “I am a dirt forest botanist,” says Ashton, “look at my
fingernails.” (They look respectable.) “At the University of Iowa,
later at Princeton, was a theoretician, Stephen Hubbell, who
mathematically demonstrated the plausibility of sustaining 1,000
tree species in mixture over time because of constraints in how
far their seeds will disperse. He got his data from a really big plot
for this sort of demographic work, on Barro Colorado Island in
Panama, a research island of the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute. Steve came out with a conviction opposite to mine. He
said that in fact the old boys were right, a tropical forest is a ran-
dom mix. There was a meeting in Leeds, England, on tropical
ecology. He gave a lecture; I was scandalized and invited him out
to a pub for a few pints. We fought it out. We were both really
right. He had studied a rather uniform piece of terrain, whereas I
had looked at a heterogeneous one. If I had chosen one habitat
within my Brunei landscape, I would have come to the same con-
clusion as he. In the pub, we decided that we needed much more
data. That was the good part. We resolved to go to the National
Science Foundation and try to get some money to establish a
plot in the Far East that was a replica in size of his plot in
Panama. I negotiated with the Forest Research Institute of
Malaysia. I have always tried to keep an umbilical cord of collab-
oration, as an equal, with former Asian graduate students of
mine—I correspond with them, write papers with them—to fos-
ter science in these areas vital for the conservation of the world’s
resources. It was a relatively easy thing to say, ‘We’ve got this
new idea. If I help raise funding, would you provide in-kind sup-
port—people, space, so forth? Would you be interested?’ They
agreed enthusiastically.” 

In 1984 Ashton and the Malaysians marked out a big study plot
(50 hectares, about 124 acres) in the forest at Pasoh. His aim was to
inventory all the trees in this plot that were as thick at breast
height as his thumb, or thicker—to measure, identify as to species,
and tag them; to map the area and to repeat the inventory every
five years to see how the trees fared—which had died, which had
prospered; and consider the lessons all this would teach.

One plot led to another. In 1990 Ashton and Hubbell co-
founded the Center for Tropical Forest Science (CTFS) of the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. Today, CTFS manages
2o so-called Forest Dynamics Plots in 15 countries across the
tropics in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. They hold a whopping
four million catalogued trees of 6,000 species. Ashton coordi-
nates work at the 11 Asian plots.

Although tropical forests account for just 12 percent of the
earth’s total land area, they may be home to more than 50 percent
of all forms of terrestrial life. Each research plot is a living library
of plants and animals, like a Library of Congress where most of

Harmonious Coexister Honored
Peter shaw ashton, Bullard professor of forestry emeri-
tus, went to Tokyo in April to collect his Japan Prize in the
presence of Their Majesties the Emperor and Empress of
Japan and about a thousand others at a grand event. The
honor came with a certificate of merit, a commemorative
medal, and 50 million yen (about $415,000). 

The Science and Technology Foundation of Japan, a pri-
vately funded organization, awarded the prize last January in
the category of “Science and Technology of Harmonious Co-
Existence.” Ashton “highly deserves” it, said fellow botanist
Kunio Iwatsuki, chairman of the panel that chose him, “for his
long-term contribution to solving the conflict between hu-
manity and tropical forests through his tremendous research
activities.” He “brought us enormous biological and ecological
knowledge, indispensable for establishing the technology of
the conservation and restoration of tropical forests.”

Of Ashton’s work with the Center for Tropical Forest
Studies (CTFS), which he cofounded, the scientists of the
foundation wrote in an appreciation, “To undertake such a
major research project requires passion, dedication, and
leadership—qualities that Dr. Ashton possesses in abun-
dance. Since the late 1980s, he has worked tirelessly convinc-
ing the world of the need for an e≠ective survey [of tropical
forests], collecting funds to finance the survey, getting the
survey up and running, nurturing young researchers, and de-
voting himself fully to the project.”

On his way back home to England after the celebration in
Japan, Ashton stopped at the Arnold Arboretum for a gala
thrown by his colleagues there. They took the occasion to
announce that they will raise a major endowment fund “to
permanently secure the future of the arboretum’s cutting-
edge Asian Tropical Forest research program.” Specifically,
the Mary and Peter Ashton Fund for Asian Tropical
Forests—launched by a gift from the Ashtons—will support
research training in Asian forest biology at the sites of the
CTFS Asia network for in-country students and students
from Harvard, Yale, Kyoto, Osaka City, and Aberdeen Uni-
versities. (Of the Ashton children—Mark, Mellard, and
Rachel—Mark is professor of silviculture and forest ecology
at Yale, a chip o≠ the old block.)

“I was so happy that it wasn’t just humanity and nature
the Science and Technology Foundation spoke of,” the old
block told this interviewer, “but it was myself as an individ-
ual and my Asian colleagues who were harmoniously coex-
isting. The last sentence of the foundation’s statement was
very touching to me: ‘He has gained a glowing reputation
among fellow Japanese researchers as “the most trustworthy
of all fellow scientists….”’”

The leadership for which the Japanese honored Ashton was
in two things: developing the network of forest plots through
collaboration with his colleagues in the tropics, and encourag-
ing the open sharing of data among researchers. In his short,
sweet speech accepting his prize, Ashton made clear, “What
successes I have had have always been as part of a team….”


